
 

   The finest victory 
 
 
 
Prologue 
 
 
Daniel Paul Coulombe was born in Saint Louis, Missouri, twenty-six years ago. He is a 
professional baseball player, a good pitcher. He was part of the roster of the Los Angeles 
Dodgers and currently (2016) he wears the green and gold colors of the Oakland Athletics. 
If Daniel Paul Coulombe is a professional baseball player, he owes it to his natural gifts, to 
his powerful left-handed arm, to the type of his pitches,  to a constant training, to his 
tactical intelligence, to his desire to establish himself, to the perseverance and 
determination with which he dealt through  the way that has led him from Little League to 
Major League. 
But if  Daniel Paul Coulombe is a professional  baseball player he owes it, albeit indirectly, 
to a German pilot of World War II. 
 
The first time 
 
On December 20th ,  1943, a US B17 bomber took off from Kimbolton airport  in Britain to 
carry out a mission. Her target was an aircraft factory  in Bremen, Germany. At the 
controls of flying- fortress, nicknamed by the crew "Ye Olde Pub"- there  was the second 
lieutenant Charles "Charlie" Brown, a twenty-year-old of West Virginia. Charlie Brown was 
on his first mission. In the formation towards Bremen, his plane occupied a dangerous 
position, commonly known by the crews as "Purple Heart Corner",  the medal awarded  to 
those wounded or killed while serving. 
Allied strategic bombings intended  weakening the resistance of the Germans in an attempt 
to shorten the war. The American bombers by day and the British bombers by night gave 
no respite. They released tons of bombs on the German cities, causing thousands of victims 
among the civilian population, destroying infrastructures, housings, barracks, bridges. But 
also hospitals and schools. At that time “smart bombs "(if they exist) had not yet been 
invented. At those times the bombs fell both on military targets, and on the residential 
neighborhoods. In July 1943, during the appalling days of the operation Gomorrah, the 
city of Hamburg had been virtually reduced to ashes. 
But despite the bombings, Germany did not yield. And the more Germany resisted, the 
more the Allied missions increased. And the more the missions increased, the  more  the 
casualties increased. On both sides. Under the blows of the anti-aircraft guns and of the 
machine guns of the ME 109, the Allies were losing more and more planes and more and 
more crews; because of a heated domestic propaganda, for the tormented and hungry 
German civilians  the allied aviators  were the incarnation of the devil, the Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse, bearers of death and destruction; for German fighter pilots , they were 
enemies to hate and to whom no pity or compassion was owed.  Not shooting down an 
allied bomber having the opportunity to do it was considered high treason. 
 
In the wrong place 
 
In the “corner of the Purple Hearth”, Ye Olde Pub was  approaching Bremen. Charlie 
Brown was nervous. He felt the responsibility of the mission and was worried about his 
nine-men crew. The gunner in the turret placed on top of the fuselage was a staff sergeant: 



his name was Bertrand "Frenchy" Coulombe. 
The German flak went into action almost immediately. The plexiglass nose of Brown’s B17 
was torn; one of the four engines lost power, another became to work intermittently, the 
fuselage was damaged. But the B17 was a very durable airplane. And well armed, too. 
Although with some difficulty, Ye Olde Pub was able to get the target, the bombs were 
dropped, and soon after, Charlie Brown began maneuvering for the return. 
Getting away was not easy. Damaged  as she was, Ye Olde Pub soon found herself isolated 
in extremely vulnerable conditions. The German fighters attacked her almost immediately, 
causing damage to the third engine, to the hydraulic and the electrical system,  disabling 
the oxygen system, hitting the rudder, wounding six men and killing one, the tail gunner, 
Sergeant Hugh " Ecky "Eckenrode. 
The attack lasted about ten minutes, a very long time during which Brown tried, as he 
could, to respond to enemy fire (two fighters were damaged) and to maneuver his B17 to 
save her. But how to maneuver in those conditions? The plane began to lose altitude, 
descending  in circles toward the ground. Because of the lack of oxygen, Brown nearly lost 
consciousness. Then Ye Olde Pub went out from the spin, lowered his nose and dove to 
earth. Enemy fighters had gone away. 
 
The Knight’s Cross 
 
Lieutenant Franz Stigler –a Luftwaffe’s ace- landed at Jever airport to rearm and refuel his 
ME 109. Further southward, in the skies over Bremen, the aerial battle was still raging. 
Stigler was a twenty-eight Bavarian, Catholic and , since childhood, flight enthusiast.  
Obtained the flying license, he had  served , at first, as a civilian pilot in Lufthansa, then as 
a military flight instructor. His brother August, who was also a pilot, had fallen on a 
mission during the so-called "Battle of Britain". Franz had then decided to leave the job of 
instructor and to serve in the Air Force as a fighter pilot. He was not a member of the Nazi 
Party. 
His dream was the Knight's Cross. He missed a victory for it. Only one. Earning that medal 
was for him a way of honoring his brother's memory. As a fighter pilot, Stigler had formed 
himself in Africa in the JG-27 (Jagdgeshwader 27), in contact with real aces and 
assimilating their code of honor: observe the rules, respect yourself, respect your enemy, 
preserve your humanity, save those who are helpless or who is parachuting. "If you shoot 
him  or if I hear that you've done it, I shoot you, " his wing commander, Lt. Gustav Roedel,  
told him in no uncertain terms.  
 
A desperate situation 
 
At three thousand meters above sea level, atmospheric oxygen entered the cockpit and 
revived Charlie Brown. The situation was dramatic. Ye Olde Pub was in free fall: the tail 
rudder was not responding, the stabilizer was not working, only one of four engines was in 
full working order. The plungers of the syringes of morphine were blocked because of the 
cold and it was difficult to assist the wounded, in particular sergeant Alex Yelesanko, 
nicknamed “The Russian”.  Before the plane went into a spin, Charlie Brown had said to 
his crew: "Anyone who wants can bail out. I am going  to try to bring Olde Pub in England. 
" 
Nobody bailed out. 
The dark mass of trees was approaching more and more, the impact seemed inevitable. But 
at six hundred meters above sea level, Ye Olde Pub, almost miraculously, responded to 
controls and retrieved her set. 
 
 



 
 
A man of honor 
 
Stigler and the mechanics saw the bomber approaching, bordering on the top of the trees 
and flying away slowly, recovering height. Stigler was smoking. He threw down his 
cigarette and rushed to his 109. He came aboard and pressed the ignition button. A 
mechanic shouted that the radiator was damaged, but Stigler took off anyway. In front of 
him, the coveted Knight’s Cross was heading,  like a wounded eagle, towards the coast. 
 
In the turret on the top of the fuselage, Bertrand "Frenchy" Coulombe was the first who  
sighted the fighter. It was coming up, an increasingly large dot in the sky. He tried to warn 
Charlie Brown, but the radio was out of order and he could not. Stigler brought his fighter 
to the tail of his prey, his finger on the trigger, ready to fire. 
Strangely, the B17  was not reacting. Stigler approached a little more and understood why 
the tail gun was not firing: the gunner had been shot. He flew closer and saw "Ecky" 
Eckenrode covered in blood lying lifeless next to his weapons. Through the holes of the 
fuselage other men focused on helping the wounded appeared to him. He wondered why 
the bomber, damaged as she was,  could still fly. The men on board were enemies, perhaps 
in the course of the mission their bombs had killed civilians, destroyed homes. But they 
were also men in obvious difficulty. Unarmed and cowering against the fuselage walls, they 
were struggling to survive. He remembered the words of his commander in Africa: "If you 
shoot who is parachuting , I shoot you." 
The coast was close and the sea appeared, dark and threatening, in the distance. 
Stigler flew up beside Je Olde Pub and removed his finger from the trigger. 
 
The commander of the coastal  anti-aircraft battery saw  the  approaching B17. At her side 
a ME 109 with the insignia of the Luftwaffe seemed almost escort her towards the open 
sea. It was a strange situation, and in many ways inexplicable (a secret mission? An 
exercise?) But one thing was sure: opening fire, with the risk to hit the 109, was impossible. 
The battery commander ordered his men not to shoot. Stigler's maneuver had had the 
intended effect . 
 
The finest victory 
 
When the ME 109 appeared, very close, to their right, Charlie Brown and his co-pilot, 
Spencer "Pinky" Luke, thought they were living a nightmare. They did not realize, dazed 
and terrified as they were, to have overtaken unharmed- and thanks to that fighter- the 
coastal anti-aircraft guns. Stigler , very close, moved his head and gestured in an attempt 
to attract their attention. Go back, he seemed to say, and land. You can not reach England. 
From Charlie Brown and from "Pinky" Luke no answer. 
Stigler, then tried again. He moved his lips and mouthed the word "Sweden". Neutral 
Sweden was at a half-hour flight northeast. Ye Olde Pub could reach it. Once landed on 
Swedish territory, the crew would be cared for and assisted. They would have been 
interned, of course, but for them the war would have ended. 
Charlie Brown did not understand what Stigler wanted. In those so excited and dramatic 
moments, he could not understand. No one could have understood. At one point Charlie  
ordered Coulombe to be ready to shoot. Seen vain his efforts and understood the intentions 
of the crew, Stigler flapped the wings of his 109 in salute and disappeared on the horizon, 
giving up a sure victory and the Knight's Cross. 
"Now," he said flying away, "you are in God's hands." 
 



 
 
Epilogue  
 
From Vancouver Sun, March 28-30 2008 
 
STIGLER - FRANZ After a long extraordinary life, Franz passed away on March 22, 2008. 
Predeceased by his parents Franz, Anna and brother Gustel, he is survived by his loving 
wife Hija; daughter Jovita; grandchildren Melina, Corbin, Jason and Nathan; great 
grandchildren Mackenzie and Aidan; niece Christiane (Burkhard); special brother 
Charlie Brown; soul mates Jim, Anne and many friends. No flowers and service by 
request. 
 
From Miami Herald, December, 7, 2008 
 
CHARLE L. BROWN Scientist, Inventor, World War II hero and Air Force Cross recipient 
Charles L. Brown, Lt. Col USAF, (ret) 86, passed away Nov. 24, 2008. He was a Miami 
resident since 1972. [….] 

At age 21 on his first mission as pilot in command, his plane was badly damaged by 
German fighters and flack; he and six of his crew were wounded. Upon limping back to 
England they were intercepted by yet another enemy fighter over Germany. Recognizing 
their helpless state, the German pilot did not shoot them down but signaled Charlie to 
land, surrender and be taken prisoner. In the face of certain death Charlie refused two such 
demands because his crew needed critical medical care. The chivalrous German pilot, 
recognizing the courage of his fellow airman, escorted the crippled bomber to the coast, 
pointed a compass heading to England and saluted his adversary. Forty five years later the 
two pilots were re-united and became as close as brothers.  

 

From Mlb.com, March, 14,  2015 
 

"I wouldn't be here," said Coulombe, who has thrown two scoreless innings this spring. "If 
the pilot had followed orders, my grandfather would have died. It's crazy to think." 
 
 
The story told shortly in this post is based on the book written by Adam Makos -with the 
collaboration of Larry Alexander - A Higher Call (subtitle: An incredible true story of 
heroism and chivalry in the war-torn skies of World War II). 
The rights of the book have already been purchased by a US production company.  The 
English edition of the book is available on Amazon.com, also  in e-book version for 
Kindle. 
The fighting in the skies over Bremen occupies the central part of the book and is preceded 
and followed by other equally interesting parts in which the author describes the 
personality and the actions of the protagonists (all real people, from Galland to Goering, 
from Stigler to  Roedel, from Marseille to "Might Mo" Preston); explains  the reasons why  
nobody spoke for a very long time either in America, or in Germany about this story, 
describes the adventurous flight back to England of Ye Old Pub and follows Stigler in the 
last days of the war and over until the meeting with his "enemy" Charlie Brown. 
I do not know if the book has some limits, I know that must be read. The story of Stigler 
and Charlie Brown will also be an exception, but, because of this, it is even more beautiful. 


